
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Centiel Protects Power at World’s Best 

Manufacturer in Cigarette Industry. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE – The installations were performed during massive COVID-19 

Delta Variant outbreak in Kudus, Indonesia. 
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Our Customer 

One of our customers is the world’s best 

manufacturer in cigarette industry. They are 

considered worldwide and known for many 

awards both International and domestically.  

They approached us and looking for the best 

UPS protection available on the market. At first, 

they were unfamiliar with Modular UPS and 

how it can be performed better than traditional 

Standalone UPS. They were looking for 

standalone 300 KVA UPS solutions for their 

most important equipment control and 

equipment. They knew how important the 

availability of the UPS needed for their 

equipment. We later proposed another better 

solution. What will happen if the Standalone 

UPS has the inverter or rectifier broke down at 

some point? How much downtime are we 

talking about it here, especially in remote 

location? We talked to them and realized how 

much importance the availability needed for 

their critical equipment. Hence, we give them 

4th Generation Centiel Cumulus Power from 

Centiel. We told them perfectly only Cumulus 

Power can give them a true Modular UPS 

experience, because our module is 100% UPS 

that has all the components needed to be 

called UPS in its own right, resulting in 

99.999999% availability, making it the world’s 

most powerful Modular UPS on the market 

available.  

Location 

Kudus, Indonesia 

Segment 

Paper and Packaging Manufacturer 

Challenge 

The installations have to be performed during 

COVID-19 Delta Variant Outbreak at Kudus at that 

time. Well-planned survey and planning of the 

designs are needed so it can be finished properly. 

Power Protection Solution  

6 x 50 KW Modules with Top Cable Entry 300 kW 

Frame + 2 Strings x 40 Pcs of 12V150AH Battery 

Results 

Capable of handling all high-inrush current of the 

equipment and can handle the dynamic load of the 

critical equipment produced. 

Day to day multiple blackouts in the area covered 

100% by the highest availability Modular UPS 

available on the market. 

Protecting 24/7 of their most important control 

panels and machinery as they are one of the best 

manufactures in Cigarette Industry. 
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The Project 

Due to the magnitude of this project, we want 

to give them the best possible solutions with a 

precise specification needed and with good 

competitive price for the world’s class 

manufacturer.   With their initial specification 

which was Standalone 300 KVA UPS, we asked 

them how critical the loads are, and how is it 

going to be reliable, given the location and how 

much downtime needed if something went 

wrong. Kudus is considered remote but a very 

beautiful city. Let’s say something wrong 

happened with the UPS. A Standalone UPS 

cannot protect the loads if it is not in normal 

operation. Hence, a massive downtime is 

needed for us to check the health of the UPS, 

make all the repairs, and to get it back up. But 

something like this cannot happened in one of 

the world’s best Manufacturer in cigarette 

industry, especially when there is confirmation 

of multiple blackouts per day, that can 

compromise their whole operation. Only one 

solution available for them. A true Modular 

UPS is needed for this project.    With 5 x 60 KW 

Modules + Top Cable 300 KW Frames, all of the 

loads will be protected with zero downtime. 

What happens when the module fails? The 

technician of the site can easily swap the 

modules directly and wait for us to arrive to 

check the system with calm and peace of mind. 

Cumulus Power is the only Fault-Tolerant 

Modules out there on the market, so we told 

them the system will not be compromised if 

one of the modules fails. They are 

independent, with the modules are 100% UPS 

– has its own rectifier, inverter, static bypass, 

and control logic, automatically will give them 

the best protection available, hence resulting 

in 99.999999 % (9, nines) availability. 

So many UPS Brands offer Modular UPS, but not all them are True Modular UPS. What is a 

True Modular UPS? It means all the available modules must be fully-independent and fault-

tolerant on its own. To achieve this, the modules must be made 100 % UPS, means the 

module must consist of its own rectifier, inverter, static bypass, and their own control logic. 

It has its own democratic decision making process that can be achived by Centiel’s 

Distributed Active Redundant Architecture. Only by this, Centiel has created a UPS with no-

single point of failure. 
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The Challenges  

The user provided us with a diagram of the UPS 

room, so it is very easy for us the set the 

placement of the UPS, Battery Disconnect 

Switch, and the Batteries. Of course we care 

not only in technical aspect, but the placement 

is also important for us. Not much challenge on 

this project during the planning and the 

installation because once we had the Purchase 

Order confirmation, we sent our best 

technicians to do a survey. The purpose are to 

calculate, to design, and to expect every 

challenges possible. So every challenges were 

much to be expected. But of course for every 

project, there are unexpected challenges 

ahead. During that time, COVID-19 outbreak 

was worsen by the day in Indonesia, especially 

in Kudus. Kudus was the epicenter of Delta 

Variant in Indonesia at that time. There were 

no confirmation why Kudus became on of the 

highest positive and fatality rate in Indonesia, 

and it was to be considered unwise to travel 

anywhere, especially Kudus.   But even during 

COVID-19,  our work continues. Due to the 

nature of the project were paramount, we  

decided to travel to Kudus with the highest 

health protocol as possible. There were so 

many health protocols that slowing us down, 

but in order to fight the outbreak, we followed 

all the rules without compromising the project. 

In the end, it was done carefully and we 

finished the job without any problems. And of 

course, our technicians got home safely 

without bringing any virus to their families.
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The Solution 

Centiel won the Tender due to  its highest 

specification with competitive price, to supply 5 

x IM60  + Cumulus Power 300 kW Frames with 

2 Strings x 40 units 12V150AH Battery. 

Centielindo offers full designs including the 

External Maintenance Bypass Panel for safety 

measure and the Disconnect Switch Battery 

Panel.  All materials including the batteries and 

the cables were sent first  to the site before the 

arrival of our technicians. Centiel were chosen 

as the winner due to its 99.9999999% (9,nines) 

availability  which can only be achieved through 

fault-tolerant and self-isolating modules  that 

consist of 100% UPS – it has its own rectifier, 

inverter, static bypass, control logic.  With this 

Distributed Active Redundant Architecture, 

Centiel Cumulus Power removes any single 

point of failure. In unlikely events of module 

failure,  the module can be easily swapped 

without comprimising the rest of the systems,  

offers highest level of availability ever for a UPS. 

Centiel Cumulus Power also offers >97.1% 

efficiency , highest efficiency ever for a UPS, 

resulting a record lowest total cost of 

ownership.  With this configuration, downtime 

risk will be kept at minimum as possible and 

the user now can enjoy maximum security and 

availability  for its  critical equipment through 

the world’s best Modular UPS, Centiel Cumulus 

Power. Centielindo offers additional 

maintenance program and the user and the 

user has direct access to our service personnel 

24/7. 
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Reach us at: 

sales@centielindo.com 

(021) 5665369, 5661872, 5672837, 

5670216, 5666053, 5661787 

Indonesia 

mailto:sales@centielindo.com

